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Let us
improve
your every
day job

Advantages

The environment that forklifts work 
in can be very hectic. The lift heights 
are higher today which makes it 
more difficult for the driver to see the 
position of the forks. If in addition to 
the area surrounding the forklift you 
want to see the position of the forks 
as well as in front and along side the 
load, consider an Orlaco forklift sys-
tem. An Orlaco camera system for 
forklifts shows a crystal-clear image 
of the forks and/or surroundings, it 
is an ideal solution. Moving goods 
with a view is what it is about. Less 
risk, improved safety.

Forklift trucks are an important as-
set in your logistics. They are a ne-
cessity when moving goods. Their 
agility allows you to optimize the uti-
lization of valuable storage space. 
However, the driver must manage 
with his own view. Maneuvering 
between racks and moving pal-
lets requires continuous attention. 
The only limitation for speed and 
efficiency is the view that the driv-
er has. View of the position of the 
forks, the load or the surroundings 
of the forklift truck. We have de-
veloped a camera-monitor system 
that assists drivers in working safer, 
faster and more comfortably.

The driver has to deal with different 
rack heights, valuable goods and 
ever changing surroundings. Dam-
ages can occur easily, either on the 
forklift truck itself, people, goods or 
racking. An Orlaco vision system 
shows everything that the driver 
needs to see. The forks, the load 
or the surroundings. A better view 
increases awareness and reduces 
risks.

Continuously looking up and back-
wards is a burden on neck and 
back. Fatigue reduces concen-
tration, precision, speed and effi-
ciency. The Orlaco camera-monitor 
system improves this considerably. 
No longer does the driver have to 
physically turn. The Orlaco vision 
solution ensures that the driver can 
see all that is required while enjoy-
ing correct posture.

advantagesadvantages

Improved 
safety

Improved 
effi ciency

Reduced
damage

Improved 
ergonomics
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Reachtruck

Forkview

   PAGE 18

On the monitor the Forkview system shows the
operator the view along the fork. This allows correct posi-
tioning of the fork. Shoulder- and neck muscles need not be 
strained anymore. Also correct positioning of loads reduces 
damages.

The Forkview system has a camera mounted at the inside 
of the right-hand side fork. The sturdy monitor comes with a 
fully adjustable clamp bracket that is mounted on the reach 
trucks guardrail.

Important
Drilling holes in the fork is only allowed with formal permis-
sion of the fork manufacturer. To mount the camera with M6 
bolts, holes of 11mm deep are drilled, resulting in 9mm ef-
fective thread. This is 1.5 times the length of a M6 bolt and is 
sufficient to hold the M6 bolt.
Orlaco can not be held responsible for any damage to the 
forks or damage resulting from malfunctioning forks.

View-on-forks

   PAGE 20

The View-on-forks system allows the driver 
to see on the monitor an optimal view along 
the fork. This allows correct positioning, 
without making the fork wider.

With the View-on-forks system, the cam-
era is mounted under the fork carriage. The 
sturdy monitor comes with a fully adjustable 
clamp bracket that is mounted on the reach 
trucks guardrail.

vision solutionsvision solutions

Telescopic forks allow flexibility when moving pallets of different sizes. 
The long forks allow for double-deep storage of pallets. The greater 
reach of the truck requires the driver to pay even closer attention. The 
area that needs to be scrutinized is even larger. This is simplified with 
an Orlaco camera mounted in the fork carriage. In cooperation with the 
supplier of the telescopic forks, the camera may also be integrated on 
the fork. 

Mid-mastview

   PAGE 21

The Mid-mastview system shows the driver 
on the monitor the view along the fork after the 
freelift stage. This allows correct positioning. 
Also, this configuration provides a view on the 
racking when non-Euro pallets are used

With a Mid-mastview system the camera is 
mounted (mostly on an additional bracket) on 
the cross member of the inner mast stage. The 
sturdy monitor comes with a fully adjustable 
clamp bracket that is mounted on the reach 
truck’s guardrail.

 Information
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Frontview

The Frontview system allows the driver to see 
the area directly in front of the truck on the moni-
tor. When the cabin is raised the driver maintains 
a direct view of the aisle below. This helps to re-
duce risks for goods and personnel.

The Frontview system has a camera mounted 
at the bottom of the chassis. The sturdy monitor 
comes with a fully adjustable clamp bracket that 
is mounted on the cabin roof, or inside the cabin.

Rearview 

   PAGE 22

The Rearview system allows the driver to see the 
area behind the truck on the monitor. This enables the 
driver to see what is happening behind the truck, as 
well as in the aisle when backing out of the racking. 
This helps to reduce risks for goods and personnel.

With a Rearview system, the camera is mounted on 
the back of the mast on one of the cross members. 
The sturdy monitor comes with a fully adjustable 
clamp bracket that is mounted on the cabin roof, or 
inside the cabin.

VNA Truck
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vision solutions vision solutions

View-on-forks

   PAGE 20

Loading and unloading of trucks often re-
quires the forks to be at a height where the 
view of the forks is blocked by the fork car-
riage. The View-on-forks system allows 
the driver to maintain a view of the forks.

With a View-on-forks system the camera 
is mounted in or under the fork carriage so 
that the driver gets a complete overview 
of the area around the forks. The sturdy 
monitor comes with a fully adjustable 
clamp bracket that is mounted on the reach 
truck´s guardrail.

Frontview

The Frontview system allows the driver to see the area in front of 
the forklift truck. Even with a load on the forks, the driver maintains 
a view of what happens in front. This helps to reduce risks for goods 
and personnel. 

With a Frontview system the camera is mounted on the mast´s 
fixed outer stage. The sturdy monitor comes with a fully adjustable 
clamp bracket that is mounted in the truck´s cabin.

Rearview

   PAGE 22

In confined areas or unclear situations it is often dif-
ficult to estimate the space behind the forklift truck 
accurately. Also, frequent driving in reverse causes 
strain on the driver´s neck- and shoulder muscles. 
The Rearview system ensures a safe environment in 
which the physical strain for the driver is minimal.

With a Rearview system the camera is mounted on 
the back of the truck. The sturdy monitor comes with 
a fully adjustable clamp bracket that is mounted in the 
truck´s cabin.
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Forkview / View-on-forks

    PAGE 18-20

When handling loads with a sideloader it is often not possible for the driver to 
see the forks. Using a Forkview or View-on-forks system allows the driver to 
see on the monitor where the forks are to be positioned. This helps to reduce 
risks for goods and equipment.

The Forkview system has a camera mounted at the inside of the right hand 
side fork. The camera of the View-on-forks system is mounted in or under the 
fork carriage. The sturdy monitor comes with a fully adjustable clamp bracket 
that is mounted in the truck´s cabin.

Sideloader Telehandler

Frontview / Rearview

       PAGE 22
                           

In confined areas or unclear situations it is often diffficult to estimate the space 
in front of the forklift truck accurately. Using a Frontview / Rearview system 
ensures a safe environment. The driver can see on the monitor what is happen-
ing right around of the sideloader which enables correct and safe maneuvering.

View-on-forks

With a View-on-forks system the camera is mounted 
on the end of the boom. This allows the driver to see 
the attachment on the monitor which enables optimal 
positioning.

The sturdy monitor comes with a fully adjustable clamp 
bracket that is mounted in the truck´s cabin. The instal-
lation of the cable on the boom depends on the configu-
ration of the telehandler.

vision solutions vision solutions

Rearview

   PAGE 22

In confi ned areas or unclear situations it is often diffi cult to estimate the space behind the telehandler accurately. The Rear-
view system ensures a safe and concise environment in which the physical strain of the driver is minimal. 

With a Rearview system the camera is mounted at the back of the telehandler. The sturdy monitor comes with a fully adjust-
able clamp bracket that is mounted in the cabin.
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View-on-twistlocks

    PAGE 24, 25

When picking up containers the correct positioning can be difficult. The View-on-twistlocks system can assist the 
driver and simplify this task.

With a View-on-twistlocks system a camera is mounted on each side of the spreader, aimed at the twist locks. Each 
camera´s image is shown on its own monitor.

The View-on-twistlocks or Topview system is often extended with an extra camera for Rearview. By using the truck´s 
driving direction signal, the image from the Rearview camera can automatically be shown when the truck is put in reverse.

Topview
    

The Topview system allows the driver to see the area in front of the container. When 
a container has been picked up, the driver maintains a view of what happens in front. 
This helps to reduce risks for goods and personnel.

With a Topview system the camera is mounted at the top of the boom. The camera 
is aimed so that the monitor shows an image of the area in front of the reach stacker. 
The installation of the cable on the boom depends on the configuration of the Reach 
Stacker.

Rearview

   PAGE 23   

When maneuvering with a reach stacker it is often diffi-
cult to estimate the space behind the vehicle accurately.

With a Rearview system the camera is mounted at the 
back of the Reach Stacker. The sturdy monitor comes 
with a fully adjustable clamp bracket that is mounted in 
the cabin.

Reach Stacker

Combined sets
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Empty Container Handler

Rearview

        PAGE 23 

When maneuvering with an ECH it is often difficult 
to estimate the space behind the vehicle accurately. 
Due to the frequency of driving in reverse the oper-
ators neck and shoulder muscles are under strain. 
The Rearview system ensures a safe environment 
in which the physical strain for the driver is minimal.

With a Rearview system the camera is mounted 
at the back of the Empty Container Handler. The 
sturdy monitor comes with a fully adjustable clamp 
bracket that is mounted in the cabin.

View-on-twistlocks

    PAGE 24

Empty containers are stacked to save space. When 
picking up containers the correct positioning of the 
spreader can be difficult. The View-on-twistlocks
system can assist the driver and simplify this task.  

With a View-on-twistlocks system a camera is 
mounted on each side of the spreader, aimed at the 
hooks. Each camera´s image is shown on its own 
monitor.

The View-on-twistlocks system is often extended with an extra camera for Rearview. By using the truck´s driving direc-
tion signal, the image from the Rearview camera can automatically be shown when the truck is put in reverse.

Combined sets
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Set Forkview
As precious as the square footage, so is the high racking effi cien-
cy in your warehouse. Your trucks are laid out for moving pallets 
at great height. Only the driver has to rely on his natural vision. 
Maneuvering between racking and moving pallets requires con-
tinuous attention which can reduce speed and effi ciency. Equip 
your trucks with an Orlaco camera-monitor system and increase 
the pallet movements per truck. Your drivers will be working fast-
er, safer and more effi ciently thanks to the improved visibility.

The Orlaco camera shows everything that a driver will want to 
see: the forks, pallet and racking. Even under low light conditions 
the monitor shows a great picture. The expertly chosen camera 
position simplifi es the drivers’ task of positioning the forks accu-
rately. The monitor comes with an adjustable clamp bracket for 
installation on the safety roof of the truck so that the driver gets 
an optimal view.

2x Springset
0403340 - page 32
Cables
0301730 - page 28
0304340 - page 28

Fork mounted Camera 51°
0198010 - page 27
RLED display 7" RC 4 CS
0208901 - page 30
2x Pulley
0403330 - page 32

Set contents Forkview Linde 115 series reachtruck
set 0401431  page  37

Fork mounted Camera 51°
0198010 - page 27
RLED display 7” RC 4 CS
0208901 - page 30
3x Pulley
0403330 - page 32
2x Springset
0403340 - page 32

Cables
0304340 - page 28 
0301730 - page 28
Pulley conversionset
0404750 - page 36 

FORKVIEW
sets

Set contents Forkview BT (Toyota) RRE series reachtruck

set 0401441  page 37

Fork mounted Camera 51°
0198010 - page 27
RLED display 7” RC 4 CS
0208901 - page 30
Cables
0305970 - page 36
0304340 - page 28

Set contents Forkview Crown ESR5000 series reachtruck
set 0401491  page 38

Fork mounted Camera 51°
0198010 - page 27
RLED display 7” RC 4 CS
0208901 - page 30
Cables
0304340 - page 28
0301740 - page 36

Set contents Forkview BT (Toyota) RR B/E series reachtruck
set 0401411  page 38

Fork mounted Camera 51°
0198010 - page 27
RLED display 7” RC 4 CS
0208901 - page 30
Cables
0304340 - page 28
0301820 - page 36

Junction box
0404710 - page 36
0404720 - page 36

application possibilities
Reachtruck ......................................................................... 6
Forklifttruck ....................................................................... 10
Sideloader ........................................................................ 12 

optional:

More information?
www.orlaco.com Compact Pinhole Camera for Midmast or 

View-on-forks installation
0199000 - page 27

 Compact Color Camera for Midmast or 
View-on-forks installation

 0120000 - page 27

sets sets

Set contents Forkview reachtruck (general)

set 0401421  page 37
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Set View-on-forks
Forklift trucks are an important part of your logistics handling. 
They are a prerequisite for handling goods. Due to their ma-
neuverability you can optimally use valuable storage space. An 
experienced driver can move pallets and other materials to any 
space.

There is only ONE limitation for the speed and effi ciency with 
which work can be done: view. View of the forks position, view 
of the load, view of the area around the truck. Visibility is limited, 
especially when the truck has an attachment such as a fork 
positioner, rotator, paper roll clamp etc.

To reduce accidents as well as damage to goods, the driver 
should have eyes everywhere. That is why it is good to get ac-
quainted with the Orlaco vision solutions. We have developed a 
camera-monitor system that assists forklift drivers to work safer, 
faster, and more comfortably. Handling materials with an eye on 
quality, is what it is all about.

application possibilities
Reachtruck ......................................................................... 6
Forklifttruck ....................................................................... 10
Sideloader ........................................................................ 12
Telehandler ....................................................................... 13

sets sets

Set contents View-on-forks forklifttruck (3-stage mast)
set 0401501  page 38

Camera CPH 5100P
0199000 - page 27
RLED display 7" RC 4 CS
0208901 - page 30
Cable
0301810 - page 28

2x Pulley
0403330 - page 32
2x Springset
0403340 - page 32

Set contents View-on-forks Forklifttruck (2-stage mast)
set 0401511  page 39

Set contents Mid-mastview
set 0401570  page 38

Set contents second camera expansion

Compact Color Camera CCC102°
0120000 - page 27
RLED display 7” R 4 CS
0208671 - page 30
Cable
0301810 - page 28

Pulley
0403330 - page 32
Springset
0403340 - page 32
Shock absorbers CCC series
0403310 - page 34

Compact Pinhole Camera
0199000 - page 27
RLED display 7” RC 4 CS
0208901 - page 30
Cable
0301810 - page 28

Pulley
0403330 - page 32
Springset
0403340 - page 32

Set extension second camera
The Orlaco camera monitor system offers a variety of possibili-
ties. Besides offering a view on the situation in front of the truck 
an Orlaco system can simply be extended with a second or even 
a third camera for a complete overview around the forklift.

The driver can have the camera images shown on the monitor 
as desired, there are numerous possibilities. To name one, the 
monitor can show the Rearview camera’s image automatically 
when reversing.

More information?
www.orlaco.com

optional:

Fork Mounted Camera
for Forkview installation

0198010 - page 27

DC/DC converter for truck voltages 
exceeding 60V 

0408070 - page 32

VIEW-ON-FORKS
sets

VIEW-ON-FORKS
sets

Compact Color Camera CCC115°
0120050 - page 27
Cable
0301880 - page 28
Switcher
0404040 - page 32
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Set Rearview
Paying close attention is required when maneuvering forklift 
trucks and container handlers. People and vehicles will cross 
your path in shipping yards, warehouses and in harbors. Forklift 
trucks and container handlers are often driven backwards which 
creates physical stress for the driver. The dimensions of con-
tainer handlers and large forklift trucks confi ne the view behind 
the truck. Orlaco offers vision solutions that make it easy to keep 
an eye on the area surrounding the truck.

The Orlaco cameras are designed for rigorous applications. In all 
circumstances they give a sharp image. Even in minimal light the 
driver still has a good view of the area surrounding the truck. The 
monitor not only shows more, but also simplifi es the drivers’ task.

For Rearview on a Man-Up truck use Set 0401511.

application possibilities
VNA trucks .......................................................................... 8
Forklifttruck ....................................................................... 10
Sideloader ........................................................................ 12
Telehandler ....................................................................... 13
Reach Stacker .................................................................. 14
Empty Container Handler ................................................. 16

Set contents Rearview
set 0401551  page 39
Compact Color Camera CCC 115°
0120050 - page 27
RLED display 7" R 4 CS
0208671 - page 30

Cable
0301880 - page 28

Set contents Rearview high capacity forklift trucks
set 0401630  page 39

Set content Rearview reach stackers
set 0401600  page 39

More information?
www.orlaco.com

optional:

Rubber mounts for installation on positions 
where the CCC camera can suffer impact 

0403310 - page 34

 DC/DC converter for truck 
voltages exceeding 60V

0408070 - page 32   

Compact Color Camera CCC 115°
0120050 - page 27
RLED display 7" R 4 CS
0208671 - page 30
Cable
0304440 - page 28

Mounting bracket 250mm
0402270 - page 34
Protective cover
1350200/1350300 - page 31

Compact Color Camera CCC 115°
0120050 - page 27
RLED display 7" R 4 CS
0208671 - page 30
Cables
0301810 - page 28
0304340 - page 28

Mounting bracket 250mm
0402270 - page 34
Protective cover
1350200/1350300 - page 31

sets sets

REARVIEW
sets

REARVIEW
sets
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Set View-on-twistlocks
Harbor and intermodal handling areas are key in the logistics 
chain. These keys can be decisive in the total material fl ow. The 
speed with which containers can be picked, moved and stacked 
is crucial. It is not only the capacity of your reach stacker or con-
tainer handler that determines the outcome.

Picking and stacking containers requires precision. Distance and 
size diminish the view of the twistlocks in the spreader. That is 
why it is good to get acquainted with the Orlaco vision solutions. 
Orlaco has developed a camera-monitor system that assists the 
container handler operator to work safer and faster. This is made 
possible by providing a good view of all important locations within 
and outside of the driver’s natural view. This solution enhances 
the ergonomics of the operator as he hardly has to make any 
movements. The monitor in the cabin is within the direct line of 
vision.

application possibilities
Reach Stacker……………………….................................. 14
Empty Container Handler…… .......................................... 16

Set contents View-on-twistlocks Reach Stacker
set  page 40

Set contents View-on-twistlocks Empty Container Handler
set  page 40

Set Extension Rearview
Paying close attention is required when maneuvering container 
handlers. People and vehicles will cross your path on shipping 
yards and in harbors. Several viewing systems can be combined 
on only one monitor.

An often used combination is a View-on-twistlocks system com-
bined with a Rearview system. The view of one of the monitors 
changes automatically to show the image of the Rearview cam-
era, when the truck drives in reverse.

2x Compact color camera CCC 102°
0120000 - page 27
2x RLED display 7” R4 CS
0208671 - page 30
Cables
2x 0301730 - page 28
2x 0301830 - page 28
2x 0304340 - page 28

Protective cover
6x 1350200 - page 31
6x 1350300 - page 31
Shock absorbers CCC series
2x 0403310 - page 34

Note: It is assumed that the cabling within 
the spreader is installed by the spreader 
manufacturer.

2x Compact color camera CCC 78°
0120010 - page 27
2x RLED display 7” R4 CS
0208671 - page 30
Cables
4x 0304440 - page 28
2x 0301830 - page 28
Mounting bracket 250mm 
2x 0402270 - page 34

Protective cover
4x 1350200 - page 34
4x 1350300 - page 34
Shock absorbers CCC series
2x 0403310 - page 34
Springset
2x 0403340 - page 32

More information?
www.orlaco.com

optional:

Spiral cable if the spreader is not 
equipped with cabling.

0303560 - 0303570 - page 28

sets sets

VIEW-ON-
TWISTLOCKS
sets

VIEW-ON-
TWISTLOCKS

sets
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4m 3m

2m 1,5m 1m 0,5m 0,3m

CCC 131° CCC 115°

CCC 102° CCC 78° CCC 54° CCC 32° CCC 17°

1m 1m

1m 1m 1m 1m 1
m

3m
2,2m

1,5m 1,1m 0,8m
0,4m 0,2m

CAMERA`S
Stap 1

products

Compact FMC cameras

• color camera
• installation on the fork 
• light sensitivity 1.0 Lux (F1 2) 5600K
• IP 69 waterproof camera
• heated lens glass (surface), preventing condensation and frost
• high resolution
• fi xed lens, angle of aperture: 51°
• shockproof and vibration-resistant

0198010  Compact FMC 51°  PAL

0198000  Compact FMC 51° with LEDs  PAL
• camera with two integrated high bright LEDs

Compact CPH camera

0199000  Camera CPH 5100P  PAL
• color camera
• light sensitivity 1.0 Lux (F1 2) 5600K
• IP 69 waterproof camera
• heated lens glass (surface), preventing condensation and frost
• high resolution
• fi xed lens, angle of aperture: 51°
• shockproof and vibration resistant
• including 0,6m cable

CAMERAS
Step 1

The following pages give a clear overview of all of the Or-
laco products. If none of the sets that we have put together 
offer a seamless solution to your wishes, you can design a 
system yourself. Just take the following four steps:
Step 1: Select your camera
Step 2: Select your desired cable
Step 3: Select your monitor
Step 4: Select the required options

You can select additional products from the list of acces-
sories, such as switchers, connectors or splitters. Whatever 
you select, the systems can always be easily installed and 
are plug-and-play. 
(Note: For two or more cameras, you also need a Switcher, 
Y-split cable or MultiView box and additional cables. Con-
tact us for support.

Or design your system yourself

•  operating temperature 
 between -40°C to +85°C 
•  SLR (SunLight Resist 

ant) glass. Bright image  
whether the sun is blazing  
or low to the ground 

•  chemically hardened  
glass 

•  light sensitivity 0.5 lux
•  nitrogen-fi lled housing,  

watertight (IP 69K)
•  heated lens glass, 

 therefore no problems  
with condensation or frost

•  high resolution
•  impact and vibration proof
•  the camera has a 0,5m 

cable including a 

 waterproof 4 pins connec-
tor (1312001)

• there is an aperture angle  
for every vision solution

•  fi xed lens

The qualifi cations of our Compact Color Cameras 

The measurements given above are theoretical. Practical situations may deviate.

CAMERAS

products

Compact Color Cameras (CCC) - 12V/DC

0120060 CCC 131° SLR PAL
0120050 CCC 115° SLR PAL
0120000 CCC 102° SLR  PAL
0120010 CCC 78° SLR PAL
0120020 CCC 54° SLR PAL
0120030 CCC 32° SLR PAL
0120040 CCC 17° SLR PAL

0140800 CCC 78° High Bright LEDs  PAL
• with additional lighting
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Multicable standard UNI
• waterproof 4 pins connectors (1310841 & 1312001)
• oil and petrol resistant
• operating temperature -30°C to +80°C

0301960 1m
0301870 2m
0301890 3m
0301880 5m

Spiral cable
• operating temperature -40°C to +85°C

0303560 4,5m 
0303570 6,5m

Shielded spiral cable (forklift)
0303700
• operating temperature -20°C to +80°C

Dynamic cable
• waterproof connectors
• soft cover with small bend radius
• operating temperature -40°C to +85°C
• suitable for dynamic use

with 4 pins connectors (1310850 & 1312050):
0304280 1m
0305340 3,5m
0304340 5m
0304380 6m
0304390 8m
0304430 9m
0304440 10m
0301810 11m
0301730 15m
0301830 20m

with 7 pins connectors (1311250 & 1322450):
0304480 5m
0304580 11m
0304590 17m

CABLES
Step 2

CABLES

Cable drum
0710240 
• holds the cable tight
• 7m cable (1220150) and 12m cable (1220600)
• waterproof connector straight (1310850 & 1312001)
• operating temperature 0°C to +75°C

0710280
• specification identical to 0710240
• operating temperature -40°C to +75°C

1220110 Multicable per meter (without connectors)
• for non moving applications
• 1 x coax + 3 x wires
• diameter 6mm

1220600  Dynamic cable per meter (without connectors)
• for moving applications
• 1 x coax + 5 x wires
• diameter 9mm

1221000 Dynamic cable per meter (without connectors)
• for moving applications
• 1 x coax + 11 x wires
• diameter 9mm

1221100 Dynamic cable per meter (without connectors)
• for moving applications
• 1 x coax + 14 x wires
• diameter 9mm

productsproducts

Cables per meter
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Connectors
1310841   Connector 4 pins female Gold
recommended for multicable 6mm

1312001   Connector 4 pins male Gold
recommended for multicable 6mm

1310850   Connector 4 pins female PG9 Gold
recommended for dynamic cable 9mm

1312050   Connector 4 pins male PG9 Gold
recommended for dynamic cable 9mm

1311250   Connector 7 pins female PG9 Gold
recommended for dynamic cable 9mm

1322450   Connector 7 pins male PG9 Gold
recommended for dynamic cable 9mm

0351100
• 10 pins

Cable disconnection sets
• watertight
• with caps

0351070
• 7 pins

0351130
• 13 pins

OPTIONS
Step 4

Monitors
0208671  7” RLED R 4 CS
•  4m multicable (power) open wired, 4m multicable (video) with  

4 pins female connector
•  input Voltage 12 ... 60V +/-10%
•  user-adjustable 144mm mounting bracket
•  suitable for (open) cold store applications

0208901  7” RLED RC 4 CS

•  4m multicable (power) open wired, 4m multicable (video) with 
4 pins female connector

•  input Voltage 12 ... 60V +/-10%
•  user-adjustable 190mm mounting bracket with clamp
•  suitable for (open) cold store applications

0208631  7” RLED Serial R 6

•  6m multicable (power) open wired, 6m multicable (video) with 
7 pins female connector

•  input Voltage 18 ... 30V +/-10%
•  user-adjustable 144mm mounting bracket
•  to be used in combination with MultiView box (0404110)

The possibilities offered by Orlaco monitors

•  operating temperature between 
-40°C to +85°C 

•  impact and vibration resistance that 
meets the stringent requirements

•  power protected against:  
 -induction voltages
 -load dumps
 -over- and undervoltage
•  mirror image setting

•  bright image. High resolution of 
430.000 pixels

•  high resolution pixel WVGA 800xRG-
Bx480

•  brightness automatically adjusts to 
the ambient light

•  option of a marker line per camera on 
the screen for the optimum

 determination of distance

•  integrated sun visor
•  IP67 according to IEC 60529
•  full On-Screen-Display (OSD) in 13 

languages

MONITORS
Step 3

products

Protection caps
1350200 Protective cover-male
1350300 Protective cover-female

products
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OPTIONS OPTIONS

Switchers
• inputs and power supply for three cameras, and in combination 
 with a Y-split cable 4 cameras
• 4 pins output for monitor
• cameras can be switched over automatically or manually

0404040  Switcher UNI
• waterproof IP54 according to IEC 60529

0404080  Switcher UNI IP67
• waterproof IP67 according to IEC 60529

Electrical transformers
0408070  FL DC/DC in 50...150V/DC-24V 5A
• galvanically isolated
• input voltage: 50 to 150 V/DC
• output voltage: 24V 5A
• including fuses and screw connections

0408080  DC/DC in 18...60V/DC-16V 1,3A  

• galvanically isolated
• input voltage: 18 to 60 V/DC
• output voltage: 16V 1,3A
• for 0208631 monitor

Pulley
0403330  Pulley for dynamic cable
• diameter: 80mm
• stainless steel brackets and anodized aluminum pulley
• suitable for: -50°C ... +150°C

Spring set
0403340  Spring set for dynamic cable
• for pre-tensioning mastcable

Switch
8975760  Switch
• for manually switching between cameras

Mounting brackets

2015500  Adjustable mounting bracket
• length 144mm

2015600   Adjustable mounting bracket
• length 190mm

2015950  Clamp with ball coupling

2015510  Adjustable bracket 90mm

2015800  Adjustable bracket 144mm

2015750  Ball joint with connection plate

2015710  Ball joint 3/8" thread

2015900  Ball joint double

productsproducts
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0403310  Rubber mounts for CCC cameras
•  for installation on positions where the CCC camera can 

suffer impact

0402250 Camera extension bracket 155mm
• 155mm
• stainless steel
• matching the hole pattern of the CCC camera bracket

0402270 Camera extension bracket 250mm
• 250mm
• stainless steel
• matching the hole pattern of the CCC camera bracket

0402320 Protective cover
• for the Compact Color Camera (CCC) series

0403360  CPH Bracket

•  for use with the 0199000, CPH 5100P camera
•  holes identical to the previous FLC camera series for easy  

replacement

Housing
0140810  CC housing with high bright LEDs

• nitrogen-fi lled housing, waterproof IP 69
• shock- and vibration resistant
• 0,5m cable from camera to 3 pins connector
• input voltage 12V/DC
• operating temperature -40°C to + 85°C

Multiview splitter

0404110 MultiView box

• 4 color channels
• serial Orlaco Monitor (0208631) needed

OPTIONS OPTIONS

Counter display 

0996111 Counterdisplay
The camera system on the counter display refl ects pre-
cisely what is happening in front of the lens. The moving 
images on the monitor invite visitors to take a closer look. 
Its compact set up takes up little space and its images 
catch the eye immediately. Simply take the set along with 
you when visiting customers. There is also room for pre-
senting your leafl ets.

• 7” Display LEDD
• Compact FMC camera 51°
• Compact Color Camera 102°
• including 110/220V power supply

Mounting means

products products
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power

power

power

products system overview

0404750  Pulley conversion set
 • Linde 115 Series / OM Pimespo Thesi Series

•  15m cable length (1221100)
•  with Orlaco connectors for connecting the camera system
•  provided with clamps for the original springs
•  dynamic cable with a small bending diameter
•  operating temperature -40°C to + 80°C
•  suitable for use in cold storage: max -40°C

0305970  Cable 15m BT (Toyota) RRE
•  with BT connectors X40 and X37 to connect to the reachtruck

0301740  Cable 15m Crown ESR5000

•  with Deutsch connectors DT06 and DT04-12S-12P for connection  
to the reachtruck

0303150 Cable CFMC (Jungheinrich)
•  for connecting the Orlaco camera to the Jungheinrich board  

computer

Set contents Forkview reachtruck
(general)

set 0401421
 art.no.     - page
1  0198010 - 27   
2  0208901 - 30
3  0403330 - 32
4  0403340 - 32
5  0301730 - 28
6  0304340 - 28

Set contents Forkview Linde 115 
serie Reachtruck

set 0401431
 art.no.     - page
1  0198010 - 27     
2  0208901 - 30
3  0403330 - 32
4  0403340 - 32
5  0301730 - 28
6 0304340 - 28
7 0404750 - 36 

Set contents Forkview BT 
(Toyota) RRE serie Reachtruck

set 0401441
 art.no.     - page
1  0198010 - 27
2  0208901 - 30
3  0304340 - 28
4 0305970 - 36

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

6

6

5

5

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3 7

3

Brand specifi c components

0301820  Cable 15m 8 pins
• BT (Toyota) refl ex RR B / E reach truck
• cable length: 15m (1220600)
• provided with clamps for the Springset (0403390)
• dynamic cable with a small bending diameter
• operating temperature -40°C to + 80°C
• suitable for use in cold storage: max 40°

0404710  Junctionbox Reachcarrier
• BT (Toyota) refl ex RR B / E reachtruck
• operating temperature -40°C to + 80°C
• for connection of solenoid valve cabling in the reachcarrier

0404720  Junctionbox forkcarriage
• BT (Toyota) refl ex RR B / E reachtruck
• operating temperature -40°C to + 80°C
• for connection of solenoid valve cabling in the forkcarriage

SYSTEM
connection

OPTIONS
accessories
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power

power

power

power

power

power

power

power

Set contents Forkview Crown 
ESR5000 serie Reachtruck

set 0401491
 art.no.     - page
1  0198010 - 27
2  0208901 - 30
3  0304340 - 28
4  0301740 - 28

Set contents Forkview BT 
(Toyota) RR B/E serie Reachtruck

set 0401411
 art.no.     - page
1  0198010 - 27
2  0208901 - 30
3  0304340 - 28
4  0301820 - 28
5  0404710 - 36
6 0404720 - 36

Set contents Rearview

set 0401551
 art.no.     - page
1  0120050 - 27
2  0208671 - 30
3  0301880 - 28

Set contents Rearview high 
capacity forklift trucks

set 0401630
 art.no.     - page
1  0120050 - 27
2  0208671 - 30
3  0304440 - 28
4 0402270 - 34

Set contents View-on-forks 
forklifttruck (3-stage mast)

set 0401501
 art.no.     - page
1  0199000 - 27
2  0208671 - 30
3  0403330 - 32
4  0403340 - 32
5  0301810 - 28
 

system overview system overview

1

3

1

4
2

3

2

1

1

3

6
4 5

26

Set contents Rearview Reach-
stackers

set 0401600
 art.no.     - page
1  0120050 - 27
2  0208671 - 30
3  0301810 - 28
4 0304340 - 28
5 0402270 -  34
6 1350200 - 31
7 1350300 - 31
8 2291540

3

4

1

5
7

6

2
8

1

1

2
4

3

6

65 5

1

1

3

4

1

2

5

3

3

4

1

1

3

4 5

2

Set contents Mid-mastview

set 0401570
 art.no.     - page
1  0199000 - 27
2  0208901 - 30
3  0403330 - 32
4  0403340 - 32
5  0301830 - 28

Set contents View-on-forks 
forklifttruck (2-stage mast)

set 0401511
 art.no.     - page
1  0120000 - 27
2  0208671 - 30
3  0403330 - 32
4  0403340 - 32
5  0301810 - 28
6 0403310 - 34

2

SYSTEM
connection

SYSTEM
connection
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power + switch wire

Switcher 0404040

Switcher 0404040

power

power

power

power

power

power

 
 art.no.     - page
1  0120000 - 27     
2  0208671 - 30
3  0301730 - 28
4  0301830 - 28
5  0304340 - 28
6 0403310 - 34

 
 art.no.     - page
1  0120010 - 27    
2  0208671 - 30
3  0304440 - 28
4  0301830 - 28
5  0402270 - 34
6 0403310 - 34
7 0403340 - 32

 
 art.no.     - page
1  0199000 - 27      
2  0208671 - 30
3  0403330 - 32
4  0403340 - 32
5  0301810 - 28
6 0120000 - 27
7 0301880 - 28
8 0404040 - 32

 
 art.no.     - page
1  0120010 - 27
2  0208901 - 30
3  0404040 - 32
4  0301730 - 28
5 0304340 -  28
6 0198010 - 27

 
 art.no.     - page
1  0120000 - 27      
2  0208631 - 30
3  0301830 - 28
4  0301880 - 28
5  0404110 - 35
6 0403330 - 32
7 0403340 - 32

system overview system overview

Set View-on-twistlocks 
Reach Stacker

Set View-on-twistlocks empty 
container handler

Set View-on-forks in 
combination with Rearview

Set three cameras on fork

Set four cameras on fork

1

6

2

3

3

4

7

5
6

1

1

1

1

2

4

7

3

4

6

5

6

4

4

8

1343

2

1

6

345

2

1

6

345

2

1

1

2

3

4
5

5

5

5

1

6

7

343

2

5

67

SYSTEM
connection

SYSTEM
connection
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We take 
away 
concerns, 
so you 
can stay 
focused

Vision Mission Route Result

Orlaco`s viewpoint is that optimal vision around every ve-
hicle and vessel should be a given. And not just because 
of legal regulations. After all, optimal vision provides a lot 
more: safety, comfort and effi ciency. These are advantag-
es that benefi t everyone.

We work based on a well-founded strategy. We supply a 
professional vision solution for every situation in a seg-
ment that is developing into one of the largest global 
accessory markets. And we do so using a method that 
provides the freedom to develop for the future. We are 
therefore working to achieve a leading position.

Vision is our Mission. After all, we want to offer optimum 
vision. A ready-made and tailored solution that you can 
rely on. To realise this, we want to be the leading part-
ner of professional companies. A reliable and innovative 
partner. Pro-active. We align our activities to the market 
demands. With as the result: enthusiastic customers 
who strengthen our image in the market through word-
of-mouth advertising.

But how do we achieve this? How do we get there? 
Here, all of our activities are crucial. From development 
to delivery, with carefully employed resources and ef-
fi ciently structured processes. Every day we work on 
certifi cations, testing our products and improving ease 
of use. All of this with the aim of delivering quality and 
tailor-made solutions. The guarantee must be solid and 
service goes without saying. 
Moreover, we make as little impact on the environment 
as possible.

But what`s in it for you, the user of our products? Quality 
and service are things to be strived for, but this should 
happen as a matter of course. Safety, comfort and ef-
fi ciency are also fantastic. But the best thing is that with 
Orlaco you no longer need to worry. We are a reliable 
partner and supply products that are just as reliable. We 
will always be of service and will help you to fi nd the 
right solution to your problem. The result? You can focus 
your full attention on your work. We remove the concern, 
so that you can do the work you are best at!

visionvision



Vision 
is our 
mission

ORLACO    WORLDWIDE VISION

FORKLIFT
VISION SOLUTIONS

Orlaco Products B.V.  
Albert Plesmanstraat 42
3772 MN Barneveld
The Netherlands  

PO box 193 
3770 AD Barneveld 
The Netherlands
Telephone +31 (0) 342 404 555
Fax +31 (0) 342 404 556 
info@orlaco.com
www.orlaco.com

For technical specifi cations and terms of use, go to our website www.orlaco.com 0970730 V1.0 EN

Emergency VehiclesMaritimeForkliftsCranes

Our vision solutions:Our vision solutions:

On Road TrucksHeavy Equipment
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